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Family Update

Summer camp has arrived at Big Sky Bible Camp!
With the conclusion of the school year the girls and I
are enjoying the exchange of schoolbooks and assignments, cross country meets, music lessons and all the
“extra’s” of daily life and school for the anticipation of
warm weather and camp life and the return of new
and old counselor friends! As expected, our summer
months are bursting with camp plans, visitors and goals
for home life and ministry together as a family. We are
thankful for a few rainy nights away together in May
in our camper resting and refreshing in preparation for
the busy months ahead, and we are all looking forward
to another summer of camp! Jamy and I are grateful to be entering our
14th summer of serving at camp together between Alaska and Montana,
a testament of God’s sustaining grace on our lives as we reflect on seasons
of joy and fulfillment and as well as those of sweat, tears and testing!
As our family leaves one busy season to embrace another, I have been
mediating on a familiar verse and passage out of Titus 2 in my morning devotions. “For the grace of God has appeared, bringing salvation
for all people…” The magnitude of those words has caused me to pause
and consider their weight and the purpose they bring to my life in a
twisted and fallen world where often media reports and current events
cause believers to shudder and despair over man’s depravity. I have been
reminded that God’s grace transforms us, giving us purpose and ability
to live godly lives, to demonstrate to the world the power of the cross
and to keep our eyes focused on the goal, the glorious appearing of our
great God and Savior, Jesus Christ. As our family prepares for a summer of ministry, friendships, hosting visitors and opening our homes and
lives to all who will cross our path, my prayer is that because of the gift
of God’s grace and salvation in our hearts we will be useful tools to point
other’s towards Jesus. Will you pray with us that God will be glorified
in our family and relationships this summer and our eyes will remain on
our blessed hope?

Camp Update
We are grateful for the physical accomplishment of many projects and goals this spring, and
our staff have all been working hard in bringing
such plans to fruition. Our annual fundraiser
for camp was held in March, and one goal of the
evening was to raise funds to build a small cabin
for our faithful summer staffer, Edwin, who has
served many, many summers at Big Sky at home
in his trusty wall tent. We were blessed to be able
to have the resources and extra hands to start and
mostly finish this project in one day last month,
and Edwin is already moved in and hopefully
feeling at home!! Jamy and the guys also spent

Continued on back...

Big Sky’s Summer Theme - Truth Wars
Kevin DeYoung once wrote “Worldliness is whatever makes sin look normal and righteousness look strange.” Our theme for
this summer at Big Sky Bible Camp is called “Truth Wars”. Kids hear so many different opinions from school, family, friends, and
even the church on what is truth. Our goal is to teach kids the absolute truth of the Bible and to send them home with practical
ways of discerning what the Bible says is truth. Each morning counselors lead their campers in a devotion time focusing in on
one of the “I am” statements that Jesus makes in the book of John and compare that to what our culture is teaching us. We desire
for kids to know that the Bible does have answers and that even though Satan is at work in the world system, our God has power
over sin and the world and has conquered the grave!

Big Sky’s Mentorship Program...
One of our goals at Big Sky is to truly invest in our summer staff
each summer and to do whatever we can to help them grow spiritually. To aid this process, we began a mentorship program before
the summer of 2015 and we are continuing it this summer. Basically, we divide the summer staff up among the full time staff and
meet weekly together for a time of accountability, encouragement,
studying the scriptures and prayer. This has been a very valuable
time for Lisa and I as it allows us to get to know some of the summer staff on a deeper level and it provides opportunity for us to
invest more personally with these individuals. This year, Lisa is
meeting with two girls - Charity and Megan and Jamy is meeting
with Josh and Joseph. Please pray for these times, that we could
challenge and encourage these individuals as they serve the Lord
this summer!

Camp Update Continued...
many hours installing a new zipline
on our ropes course, which will enhance both our summer programs
as well as the numerous school
groups that utilize our facilities
in the spring and fall. A long
time dream of Jamy’s has been
to add a water slide to our waterfront area, and after much
research and configuring over the years he and the staff
were able to finally accomplish this goal. Our girl’s will
testify to the excitement and fun to be had wildly speeding down it into the lake, confessing that their stomach’s
did indeed drop out the first time down! Multiple small
projects have also been completed, and we are thankful
for a staff that understands the value of hard work! Although the initial aim in some of these projects has been
to add “fun” to our program, our prayer is that our ultimate goal of drawing children closer to Jesus Christ may
be accomplished as campers build relationships and trust
with staff in the sharing of fun activities that often challenge them to step out of their comfort zones.

Praises:
-For full weeks of camp!
-For provision of some last minute staff positions
-For another great year of home-schooling
-For a donation of 80 mattresses from a local lodge
near Glacier National park
-For the need of a fourth week of day camp

Prayer Requests:
-For clear and accurate presentations of the gospel
from the various teachers this summer.
-For energy for Jamy & Lisa to handle the demands
of a large family and camp.
-Wisdom for Jamy as he leads.
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